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Background / Problem statement

We are all aware of the problems we have to deal with in terms of traditional burials, to highlight a few:
1. Space is more and more limited
2. Environmentally unfriendly
3. Upkeep is a burden on municipalities
4. Security issues now with grave robbing etc.
5. Cost to families

We agree that cremation is the best viable alternative, but it is in many cultures and religions simply not acceptable.  It seems 
virtually impossible to change traditions coming over centuries.  If Covid-19 has done anything positive, it is probably to force 
the issue of less elaborate funerals and make cremation more and more acceptable.  However, to simply rip of the plaster is not 
the right way to handle it.

The time to effect change is now.  Cities only grant temporary ownership of grave sites, so this is one motivating factor and if 
we can hone in on replacing the traditional burials with a more “forever” solution, we may just win this battle.

Allow me to propose a great solution for alternative burials, that provides a satisfactory and yet positive ritual, as well as 
creating living parks and green spaces for the city, while solving all of the problems listed above.



Why would mindsets change?

Cemeteries (in South Africa) are forgotten places

Spooky
Unvisited, avoided actually
Unloved
Lonely
Dead…
And it is not a forever home for a deceased loved one



Solve the problem by adding more problems

That way, more resources can be allocated to solving the problem

So let us add more problems to this pot….

The logical additions are
• lack of space and budget for urban greening
• lack of space for community recreation

Unfortunately we face about the same problems as with cemeteries:
Space is limited
Upkeep is a burden
Security issues



Now let us start solving…

• We need space for both the cemeteries and the parks
• The cemeteries is environmentally unfriendly and parks are very friendly – interesting…. this 

triggers a thought of how one can solve the other
• Upkeep is a burden for both, if we make it attractive we can get funding for both at the same 

time… Hmmm…
• Security issues including grave robbery, not a factor if there are no bodies buried and no 

headstones, no bronze plaques.  Parks no problem, they can even earn entrance fees… Hmmm…
• Cost to families a lot less for this option, but at the same time they pay for the creation of parks 

and upkeep comes with some other ideas – let’s stop there for now
• Lastly, the lonely graveyard, vs the beautiful park, the choice is obvious.

Confused? Here’s how:



The Key:  Creating an acceptable burial ritual

Replacing the coffin:

• The funeral home place the ashes, together with compost in a 
beautiful pot (for a plant)

• They also supply a seedpod of a beautiful tree of the family’s choice

Replacing the burial:

• At the end of a memorial service and all other such practices, the seed 
of a tree is planted in the pot by the next of kin.

• A watering ceremony follows where immediate family put a little water 
from a beautiful ceremonial vessel onto the tree seed.

• Confetti or flower petals can be added if they wish.



Now it already gets better than a burial…

Consoling the family:

• After about 3 weeks, the first leaves will 
appear – this is the time when the family 
will first start to miss the person’s 
presence, and this is really something 
comforting – life is created

• After about 3 months, the first branches 
are formed – this is the time when a 
deep sense of forever loss usually cause 
depression – this new life is something 
to hold on and remember the person by

• Pictures can be shared on a family group 
of these sprouting events



Now it already gets better than a burial…

They can be present in family celebrations!:

• During celebrations, such as birthdays, Christmas, 
weddings, etc. a shrine can be created with the plant, a 
picture and a candle, to almost make the person present at 
the celebration

• The pain of missing them during those events are replaced 
by happy memories and a sense that they are present



The forever home

Replacing the Tomb Stone Unveiling:

• A year after the death, when usually a tomb stone unveiling 
will take place, the pot with the tree is planted in a park, 
pavement, any allocated space where it can grow for 
generations to come

• Another watering ceremony is possible and…
• A plaque is placed at the bottom of the tree, preferably 

environmentally friendly concrete
• Interesting additions can be made, like footprints of the 

person (made with their shoes), or a park bench…
• Flowers can be planted around the tree, real living flowers 

or flowering shrubs, no bouquets of dead flowers here!



The windfall

Creating beautiful parks almost everywhere!:

• We can utilize some of the 2 million trees the 
minister wants to have planted

• Existing parks can be repurposed at an elite price 
(like Botanical Garden)

• Adopt a spot can be used for companies or 
communities to take ownership of a pavement or a 
park to maintain and allocate plans and spaces for 
trees

• No burden of upkeep for the municipality, as funeral 
policies will have to cover the annual upkeep



And the best of all

It is NOT forgotten

• It is visited
• It is loved
• It is not lonely, because people will have picnics there and 

take walks there
• It is certainly not dead… It is beautiful living trees and 

flowers
• It is the best forever home you can provide, as most trees 

will outlive a few of our lifetimes combined!



Community Recreation Spaces

It is of great importance and sadly not enough of these 
facilities exist

• Just looking around Mbombela, there is almost nowhere 
for children to play, unless they spend a lot of money.

• There are no public parks where families can have picnics, 
do some fishing perhaps, walk the dog, etc.  All 
entertainment costs money…

• Various kinds of sports fields, skate board parks, etc. 
should be available to keep the youth off the streets.  They 
are available at schools, but there is nothing informal like 
skate board parks, chess parks, etc.



The demand for Urban Greening

On this score SA is doing pretty well

• On this score SA is doing pretty well, we have some of the greenest cities and towns in 
the world

• We need to keep up the good work and improve on it!
• The green parts exist in the established parts and we should be mindful to do the same 

with newer extensions, plant trees…
• There are awards for the greenest cities in the world, Johannesburg for instance is 

regarded as one of the greenest cities in the world.
• This shows that and towns, and we should note the importance of itvisitors are 

attracted to green cities 
• Perhaps we can challenge each other with the most beautiful street in SA…



The world will have changed…

Cemeteries and Parks will be the same place
• They will be visited, loved, kept beautiful without a burden to the municipality

Environment
• From environmental pollution straight to great greening practices

A new business opportunity and model
• Businesses can buy entire pavements, parks, streets, existing gardens and sell the spots, as 

well as ask annual upkeep fees from families, with the purpose to sell it on and to take 
responsibility for the maintenance

• This could be written into funeral policies
• Funeral homes will buy up allocations / lots to sell on to client



The world will have changed…

Cost of funerals
• The cost will be a fraction and families will truly have a positive ritual and a forever home for 

their loved ones
• Family trees can be created, where ashes of future deceased can also be strewn

Funeral homes
• Will sell trees and pots instead of coffins!
• Will sell plots to plant trees instead of plots for graves
• Will invent innovative ways to make the rituals even more beautiful – this is truly exciting, i.e. 

add benches, sculptures, etc.



A real lasting memory…

Dignity

• Speaking for the dead… they will be remembered in the most beautiful, dignified way and 
will for many generations be part of the future family tree or trees

• Yes, families should be able to buy an entire lane for themselves
• They can even be part of family celebrations and be part of the daily lives of the people in 

the city.



This could be your next cemetery…

Let’s make it happen!



THANK YOU


